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	3D animation offers a versatile way to bring ideas to life. With this guide, you'll learn how to take your vision and turn it into beautiful images


	With "Cinema 4D", you can quickly and easily bring your visions to life. This beginner's guide will walk you through creating and animating a 3D scene, with tips and techniques for everything from photorealistic rendering to motion graphics.


	"Cinema 4D" enables everyone from professionals to hobbyists to create stunning 3D animations. This book will walk you through all the steps of creating an interior flythrough of an office: creating a 3D structure, adding materials and lighting, animating, and rendering. Then, you'll explore additional features through a series of mini projects: creating motion graphics, exporting a stylized non-realistic image, adding hair and creating cloth. You'll learn how to connect pieces that all work together by exploring node-based programming in Xpresso, then wrap everything up with an introduction to compositing in Adobe After Effects.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		An overview of 3D animation on a linear timeline
	
		Material/Texture creation
	
		Photorealistic Rendering
	
		Stylistic Rendering
	
		3D Animation on a linear timeline
	
		Motion Graphics with Mograph toolset
	
		Basic Xpresso programming
	
		Integrating 3D scenes with Adobe After Effects
	
		Adding realism to scenes with hair and cloth
	
		Exporting scenes to Adobe After Effects for external compositing



	Approach


	Step-by-step instructions with guiding screenshots will help new users to create a photorealistic interior scene with an animated camera. Users will also learn how to use the MoGraph module to create dynamic motion graphics, how to link parameters with Xpresso (Cinema 4D's node-based programming language), and are guided through mini-projects to explore additional tools for non-photorealistic illustrations, hair creation and cloth rendering.


	Who this book is written for


	Designers and artists with a basic proficiency in animation or computer graphics, as well as professionals who are familiar with other 3D animation software.
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Grid Computing : Practical Guide To Technology & Applications (Programming Series)Charles River, 2003
Grid computing takes collective advantage of the vast improvements in  microprocessor speeds, optical communications, raw storage capacity, the World  Wide Web, and the Internet that have occurred over the last five years. A set of  standards and protocols are being developed that completely dis-aggregate  current computer platforms and...
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Information Architecture with XML: A Management StrategyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
In the ‘good old days’ before food labelling, sell-by dates and competitive brand promotion,
you placed yourself at the mercy of your local village store manager. After the
painful wait for the previous customer to bid his farewells and finally let attention turn
your way, you placed your trust in the nice old guy who...
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CCSA NG: Check Point Certified Security Administrator Study GuideSybex, 2003
Here’s the book you need to prepare for Check Point’s VPN-1/FireWall-1 Management I NG exam, #156-210. Written by a Check Point security expert who knows exactly what it takes to pass the test, this study guide provides:

	Assessment testing to focus and direct your studies     
	In-depth...
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Palm OS Programming Bible (With CD-ROM)John Wiley & Sons, 2000


	In 1992, Palm Computing (now Palm, Inc.) was founded. The rest is history. Of

	course, there’s a lot more to it. Many good decisions were made, and many bad

	designs were thrown out. Palm started as a software company intending to influence

	existing handheld manufacturers with its easy-to-use software and synchronization...
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Partial Differential Equations and the Finite Element MethodJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A systematic introduction to partial differential equations and modern finite element methods for their efficient numerical solution
    Partial Differential Equations and the Finite Element Method provides a much-needed, clear, and systematic introduction to modern theory of partial differential equations (PDEs) and...
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The Life of George Eliot: A Critical BiographyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The life story of the Victorian novelist George Eliot is as dramatic and complex as her best plots. This new assessment of her life and work combines recent biographical research with penetrating literary criticism, resulting in revealing new interpretations of her literary work.

	
		A fresh look at George Eliot's...
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